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Enhanced control of diffraction through transparent substrates is achieved via disordered gratings in a silica sol–gel film. Tailoring the degree of disorder allows tuning of the diffractive behavior from discrete orders into broad distributions over large angular range. Gratings of optical quality are formed by silica sol–gel nanoimprint lithography and an optical setup for the measurement of continuous diffraction patterns is presented. Sound agreement is found between measurements and simulation, validating both the approach for redirection of light and the fabrication process. The disordered gratings are presented in the context of improved interior daylighting and may furthermore be suited to a wide variety of applications where controlled angular redirection of light is desired. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Optically functional surfaces can be fabricated by patterning the surface of a substrate with micro- and nanostructures [1–3]. Among such surface structures, diffraction gratings [4] are key optical elements for controlled redirection of light, which allow the design of highly compact optical systems [5,6]. Due to their strongly dispersive nature, diffraction gratings are most often used when monochromatic light is involved or when spectral separation is required [7], but this renders them typically ill-suited to purposes where any divergence of color is unwanted. However, diffraction gratings can address this issue by introducing a degree of disorder to the grating properties [8–10], such that the diffraction angle of each wavelength is broadened. In this work, varying degrees of disorder to grating periods are implemented, yielding an additional degree of freedom in the design of a desired diffraction pattern such that the redirection of the light through a transmission grating can be controlled.

The findings are presented in the context of daylighting [11,12] through windows, i.e., optimizing the path of sunlight for improved natural indoor lighting, although the method can be generalized and adapted to a number of applications that include color-controlled lighting in optical systems [13] and optical sensing [14].

For use of diffraction gratings as optically functional surface structures in windows with optimized daylighting functionality, an additional constraint is imposed by the fact that the grating structures need to be fabricated over a large area in a material with specific optical and mechanical properties. This can be achieved by using a silica sol–gel nanoimprint lithography (SSGNIL) process, where nanostructures
are defined in a thin film of silica gel with a stamp [15]. Such a process enables cheap fabrication of silica nanostructures on large surfaces, and has potential for large-scale [16] production.

The layout of the paper is structured in the following way: in Section 2, the principle of operation and the requirements for the specific use of disordered gratings as an optical daylighting device are discussed. In Section 3, the method used to simulate the diffraction characteristics of the disordered gratings, in order to select grating designs for fabrication and measurements, is presented. Section 4 outlines the fabrication process for making silica patterns on glass substrates, and Section 5 describes in detail the optical setup, developed to measure continuous diffraction patterns over large angles. Optical measurements demonstrating that broad control of light redirection can be obtained by tailoring the amount of disorder in the gratings are reported in Section 6, and the measured and simulated efficiencies are related to the quality of the fabrication process. Compelling qualitative agreement between simulation and measured data is observed. Finally, a conclusion is drawn from the results and their implications, both for daylighting and other potential applications where customizable diffraction patterns are of interest, are discussed. It is thereby shown that surface patterning of engineered disordered gratings via SSGNIL can yield new optical functionality.

2. Principle of Operation

Windows with daylighting functionality improve the global luminosity of natural light inside a room by spreading sunlight, as it passes through the window, such that part of the light is redirected to the ceiling and further into the room [17,18]. This is shown in Fig. 1(a), which illustrates the light distribution in a room with a normal window: a small section of the room is intensely illuminated with direct sunlight while the majority of the room is shadowed. Figure 1(b) shows how this can be improved with a daylighting window. In this case, a more homogeneous light distribution throughout the room is possible by redirecting a portion of the light both horizontally into the room and also toward the ceiling, where it undergoes diffuse scattering. Daylighting functionality can be obtained in many different ways [19], but for practical and architectural reasons, it can be convenient to integrate the functionality directly on the glass of the window, e.g., by applying diffractive optical structures to the surface.

For a daylighting window element to function sufficiently, not only should the absolute transmittance through the window be optimized, but also the spatial and spectral distributions of light are important for comfort and general use [20,21]. However, since typical uniform-period diffraction gratings redirect light into distinct orders, “rainbow effects” appear and render such gratings unsuitable for daylighting purposes. Chirped gratings, where the grating period undergoes a linear variation, are well known for broadening the diffractive spectrum [22], but the feasible scale of their implementation is orders of magnitude smaller than the size of a typical window pane. Nevertheless, all these issues can be overcome via diffraction gratings with deterministic degrees of disorder, where light can be controllably redirected over a large angular distribution and, by using the right mixture of disorder, done so in a color divergence-free manner.

3. Design and Simulations

The design of the daylighting structure is based on a binary grating of period \( \Lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \) with a filling factor of 50%. Such a structure redirects visible light into a single (−1st) diffraction order. This combines two important properties for a daylighting device in the facade of a building: (i) the majority of light remains present in the 0th order such that the window remains transparent and (ii) a significant fraction of the incident light is diffracted to the ceiling, allowing distributed illumination of the room with natural light. However, in this case for gratings of uniform period, each wavelength is redirected at a specific angle, causing the “rainbow effect.” For aesthetical reasons, this should be suppressed such that the light diffracted to the ceiling appears white. In order to achieve this, disorder is introduced into the otherwise uniform gratings to redirect monochromatic light over a larger angular range. Subsequently, the degree of disorder becomes an important parameter of such a system. On the one hand, if the disorder is
too prominent, the daylighting effect vanishes as the system becomes equivalent to an omnidirectional diffuser and transparency is lost. On the other hand, if the disorder is too low, the “rainbow effect” is not sufficiently suppressed. In order to describe the disorder, the parameter $M$ is used as shown in Fig. 2(a). Starting from a uniform grating of period $\Lambda$, blocks of $M$ periods are kept intact. The disorder is introduced by randomly inserting separations of $\{-\Lambda/2; 0; +\Lambda/2\}$ to the adjacent block. Importantly, the transformation conserves energy, i.e., the total light quantity transmitted by the structure is equivalent to the sum of the quantity diffracted in the 0th and $-1$st orders of the uniform grating. Based on the $M$ parameter, the disorder percentage is defined as

$$\xi = 1/(2M).$$

(1)

Since the grating line width is constant, the disorder is limited to 50% for the case of $M = 1$ where a shift is possible after each period. As a figure of merit for the effect of the grating, the daylighting efficiency is defined as

$$\eta_{\text{daylighting}} = \int_{0}^{90^\circ} I(\theta)\,d\theta / \int_{-90^\circ}^{90^\circ} I(\theta)\,d\theta,$$

(2)

where $\theta$ is the angle and $I(\theta)$ the light irradiance. The daylighting efficiency $\eta_{\text{daylighting}}$ is thus calculated as the ratio of the power diffracted above horizontal over the total transmitted power, and this value is the essential parameter used to characterize the structures in simulations and optical measurements.

In addition to disorder, the optical properties are also affected by the height of the patterns ($h$) and the period of the grating ($\Lambda$). In order to test the influence of these parameters, numerical simulations are performed. A rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) calculation method [23,24] is used which allows simulation of periodic structures. In order to adapt it for simulation of the disorder, super-cells of 100 periods are defined that are periodically replicated. Each of these super-cells contains a specific realization of disorder; accordingly, the calculation results are averaged over 20 different realizations of the same $M$ value.

For an actual window with improved daylighting properties made by diffraction gratings, the diffraction will depend on both the elevation and azimuth angle of the sun. In this paper, all simulations and measurements are performed with the sun’s azimuth perpendicular to the glass pane and an elevation angle of $\varphi = 30^\circ$. This angle is chosen since it is large enough for the sun to have high intensity, yet small enough for the sun to cause glare far into a room.

The effect of the disorder is demonstrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Figure 2(b) shows the diffraction angles of a regular periodic grating and Fig. 2(c) shows simulated data of a disordered grating of the same period, where a broad distribution of light around the peak positions of the uniform grating is observed.

The period of the gratings are chosen to be 400 and 500 nm in order to operate at visible light wavelengths in the range of 400–700 nm. The effect of the structure height is critical for the daylighting performance, and simulated data are presented in Table 1. Based on these results, the pattern height is kept constant and equal to 350 nm and should ensure an efficiency of approximately 25%.

Based on the numerical simulations, four different grating designs with different period and disorder parameters have been selected for fabrication. The

### Table 1. Calculated Daylighting Efficiency of a 400 nm Grating with $M = 2$ for Different Heights of the Grating Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grating Height (nm)</th>
<th>Daylighting Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4. Nanoimprint Fabrication

In order to fabricate gratings with deterministic disorder, a direct-writing fabrication method is required since self-assembly or holographic approaches are not applicable. The technique in this work is based on replication of a master, which can be easily upscaled to large areas and is thereby cost-effective. The dimensions necessary for daylighting applications also pose a challenge, requiring a period of 400 nm, an aspect ratio of $2 \cdot h/\Lambda = 1.75$, and transparency of the material. To fulfill these demands, the simple and low-cost SSGNIL [25,26] process is used to imprint nanometric patterns in a thin film on glass. In particular, the chosen sol–gel material has two principal advantages: its optical properties are similar to glass (refractive index $n = 1.45$) and it has a strong adhesion to glass substrates.

The process consists of mixing of a sol, spin-coating, imprinting, and finally demolding, as illustrated in Fig. 3. For the experiment, 3.6 g of methyltriethoxysilane (MTES – 0.1 mol) are mixed with 5.1 g of HCl (pH = 2.5) and stirred for 3 h. The sol is spin-coated (2500 rpm, 30 s) to produce an 800 nm thin film on a smooth glass substrate. Next, a polydimethylsiloxane stamp (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) is applied onto the spin-coated film with a force of 50 N (stamp area: $4 \times 3 \text{ cm}^2$) at 80°C for 60 min. During this time, the material fills the cavity of the stamp and cross-links until it reaches a solid state. The temperature is then decreased to ambient temperature, the load is relaxed, and the stamp is removed from the surface, leaving a pattern with the negative shape of the stamp. Details of the SSGNIL process are described in [15].

In order to facilitate imprinting of the high aspect ratio grating lines, the stamp is made as a two-layer structure: The nanostructures are made by casting $h$-PDMS (“hard” PDMS) from a silicon master with grating height of 350 nm, fabricated at CEA-LETI (Grenoble, France) by e-beam lithography, and the bulk of the stamp is made in soft PDMS [27]. A thin layer of $h$-PDMS (ABCR, Germany) is first poured onto the master, placed under vacuum to remove possible entrapped bubbles (1 h), and cured at 60°C for 15 min. Following this, a thick layer of PDMS (Sylgard 184) is added directly on the $h$-PDMS layer and cured for 2 h at 60°C. The resulting surface pattern of the stamp is formed in $h$-PDMS, which avoids collapse of the structures while the bulk of the stamp consists of flexible PDMS to allow conformal contact between stamp and samples during the imprint process. The replicated grating samples are characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM); see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where both the height and period of the patterns are found to be replicated with high fidelity. However, shrinkage of the gel during cross-linking introduces some edge roundness which may account for minor discrepancy between simulated and measured data.

Aside from the ease of structuring silica sol–gel via nanoimprint lithography, an important, additional advantage of the material is that pure silica nanostructures can be obtained by annealing it after cross-linking at 500°C in oxygen atmosphere [15]. This not only increases the mechanical strength of the silica layer but further promotes adhesion to the glass substrate. However, it should be noted that structural shrinkage takes place during annealing since all the organic constituents of the material are removed [28]. Consequently, the refractive index, period, and height of the grating lines are affected and must be considered during the design phase. In order to simplify the simulations of the fabricated grating structures, and to ease comparison of the optical measurements with the simulations, the annealing process has been omitted in this study such that the high fidelity between grating and master is maintained.

5. Measurement Setup

In order to characterize the optical daylighting performance of the gratings, the angular resolved transmitted diffraction efficiency is measured using a setup as shown schematically in Fig. 5(a). This setup allows measurement of continuous diffraction patterns over a 180° span around the sample. Three lasers with wavelengths 410, 532, and 661 nm...
(CrystaLaser DL405-25, CL532-025, and DL660-025, respectively) are used as light sources. For the green laser, a Glan-Laser polarizer is used to improve the polarization ratio such that all three lasers are \( >100:1 \) linearly polarized. Even though the gratings and 60° pixels between adjacent images.

Thus the complete measurement consists of 120 images, each being 1200 – 54 pixels wide, yielding an angular resolution of 764 pixel/°.

6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6 shows a measurement of the transmitted diffracted light for the sample with a 500 nm period and 25% disorder. The 0th order, located at an angle of \(-30^\circ\), has been attenuated by a factor of 1000 for better visibility of the diffracted light. The intensity of the red, green, and blue measurements are normalized and therefore not directly comparable, yet the figure still gives a reasonable qualitative representation of the daylighting effect for all three wavelengths. For 410 nm light, the angle of maximum efficiency is close to 15°, for 532 nm light the angle is close to 30° and for 661 nm light close to 45°. The angular spread of the peaks is larger than 30° and therefore yields a more homogeneous daylighting effect. Since coherent laser light is used for the measurement, the diffraction patterns also show fringes due to thin-film interference in the silica layer; see the enlarged region in Fig. 6. These fringes would not be visible for incoherent sunlight, where instead a continuous light distribution would be present.

For a more detailed analysis of the diffraction efficiency, line traces are extracted from the images in the angular direction. Since the efficiency depends on the polarization of the light, both TE and TM polarization are measured and then averaged in order to mimic unpolarized sunlight. The result is
shown in Fig. 7 for the four different grating geometries under 410, 532 and 661 nm light illumination, plotted together with the results obtained by the numerical RCWA simulations as described above. Again, it should be noted that the high frequency variation in the data is not caused by noise, but interference due to Fabry–Pérot resonances. Since this effect will not be present under sunlight illumination, it is not included in the simulation model. For the benefit of easier comparison between
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measurements and simulated data, a 0.1° wide moving average filter is used to suppress these resonances.

The general trend of the curves shows clear qualitative agreement between simulation and experiment, in particular validating the SSGNIL process as adequately capable of replicating the nanoscale period and high aspect ratio grating structures. As expected, the sample with the lowest degree of disorder (design A, $M = 4$, $\xi = 12.5\%$) shows the most prominent peaks in the diffraction spectrum. Apart from several broad peaks, very sharp peaks are also observed (e.g., at $-5^\circ$, $19^\circ$, and $48^\circ$). The positions of these sharp peaks coincide with the diffraction orders of a hypothetical grating of uniform $M \cdot \Lambda = 800$ nm periodicity, indicating that the peaks are introduced by the randomization method. By increasing the disorder (design B, $M = 2$, $\xi = 25\%$), the number of peaks is reduced, such that the light is redirected into significantly smoothened, broader maxima, and a single sharp peak. The comparison between the base periods of 400 and 500 nm shows that the longer period causes the maxima to separate less and move to smaller angles, similar to a uniform grating. When the disorder is increased further to 50% ($M = 1$), the redirected light distributes evenly over the range of $-25^\circ$ to $75^\circ$ for all the three wavelengths. Since the randomization occurs after each period, no sharp peaks exist in this case. Figure 7 also shows for each of the four gratings a photograph of the diffraction pattern when the grating is illuminated with white light from a xenon lamp. Here it is seen that design A shows a rainbow effect since the redirection of the different wavelengths does not overlap. In design B the maxima are broad and homogeneous, but the rainbow effect is more pronounced due to the diffraction angle of the sharp peak being wavelength dependent (located at $0.1^\circ$, $9.2^\circ$, and $18.5^\circ$). The most prominent color divergence is seen in design C with its larger period of 500 nm, especially at high angles where blue light is hardly diffracted to, but a significant amount of red light is present. Finally, sample D shows broad redirection without sharp peaks and therefore yields a highly homogeneous white light diffraction pattern, making this sample most suitable for daylighting.

The daylighting efficiency $\eta_{\text{daylighting}}$ is calculated from the measurements and summarized in Table 2. Typically for all samples, the highest efficiencies of approximately 30% are achieved with blue light. The efficiency is lower for red and green light (3%–15%) which is, however, not a problem, since there is often a lack of short wavelength light in indoor lighting [30].

By adjusting the period from 400 to 500 nm, it is possible to increase the efficiency for green light up to 21% and red light up to 10%. Doing so, of course, reduces the amount of light in the 0th order, leading to a decisional compromise between transparency and daylighting effect.

Even though the simulated shape of the curves is closely reproduced in the experiments, the efficiency of the measurements is 40%–60% lower than predicted by the simulations. This deviation is attributed to two factors. First, fabrication deficiencies, where incomplete replication of thin grating lines are observed, and AFM measurements reveal line roughness and variation in grating heights. The fabrication factors can be overcome by fine-tuning the imprinting parameters. Second, mechanical damage of the gratings after fabrication decreases the overall efficiency. In order to overcome this problem, the mechanical stability of the silica film can be increased by using a hard-bake as mentioned in Section 4. For daylighting applications, the nanostructures could be protected from mechanical damage by positioning them on the inside of a double glazing.

The measurements indicate that the efficiency is mostly independent on the disorder, pointing to the use of varying the degree of disorder to tune the angular distribution of the light without affecting the efficiency. Accordingly, this enables the scheme to fulfill the requirements of specific applications, determined, e.g., by room size, purpose, or trajectory of the sun. As a result, two major problems that exist for daylighting applications have been solved: (1) fabrication of optical nanostructures in a UV-stable material rather than polymer films and (2) suppression of the “rainbow effect” via the use of disordered gratings. Since the optical effect is achieved with a thin-film grating, the approach can be applied to a wide variety of planar and nonplanar substrates for applications where tailored diffraction patterns are required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period [nm]</th>
<th>$\xi$ [%]</th>
<th>410 nm</th>
<th>532 nm</th>
<th>661 nm</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>410 nm</th>
<th>532 nm</th>
<th>661 nm</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The mean value is weighted with the spectral sensitivity of the human eye, assumed as 0.012, 0.925, and 0.053 for 410, 532, and 661 nm, respectively [31].

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, nanoscale disordered gratings are demonstrated to enable controlled diffraction of light into broad distributions over large angular range, thus adding new optical functionality to transparent substrates. It is shown that the fabrication of these gratings is feasible with both high structural fidelity
and adhesion to glass by using sol–gel nanoimprint lithography. Considering established methods to remove the organic compounds from the sol–gel silica via thermal annealing such that pure silica resides, the proposed scheme not only points to cost-effective fabrication over large surfaces but also long-term UV-light stability. For specific designs of disordered gratings targeted toward daylighting applications on window glasses, optimal parameters are determined by numerical RCWA simulations, namely 350 nm height and 400 nm period. In order to validate the design and fabrication process, an optical setup is developed, capable of measuring the complete continuous diffraction patterns at high angular resolution of 760 samples/°. Gratings with various degrees of disorder are investigated, and comparing the measurement results with simulations confirms that the diffraction characteristics of the disordered gratings can be predicted. Average measured daylighting efficiencies for 500 nm gratings are 20% and for 400 nm 11%–16%, depending on the amount of disorder. Since the degree of disorder has only small influence on the efficiency, the disorder can be modified to tailor the diffraction between directional and widely distributed patterns. This feature renders the disordered gratings well suited to daylighting and other applications that require customizable light redirection over broad angular range.
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